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I have chosen to nominate a Contemporary arts practice for my
Scape project. I have chosen this because I feel as though it is
the practice that interests me the most at this current point and
it aligns best with how I wish to proceed in this brief. I will be
focusing on paintings and abstract responses from my chosen
scape. As majority of my work was process driven a lot of my
research was discovering through my process what was working
and what I needed to remedy. This meant that I did a lot of
self-realisation while drawing small pieces of inspiration from
shallow visual research and deeper information from a selection
of artists who I felt fitted my process.
The place I have chosen on the map is the Whau River catchment,
I discovered after considering the Whau that it covers a wide area
of land. So, after looking at the entire river and its surroundings
I decided that I was visually responding best to the mouth of the
river where the sea and the river meet and have chosen to focus
on this point.
The Whau interested me because I realised I had been living
around this river for most my life without ever properly
acknowledging it. I had always wondered where the marina that
is situated at the mouth of the river leads to as I would drive
over the motorway above it. It was one of the only elements
on the map that interested me as I am not very drawn to urban
environments so I decided to look at it more closely.

Whau River Walkway Development Concept

Emma Lindstrom-Original Artwork.
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FIRST STAGE
ARTIST RESERCH
Emma Lindstrom, Jasper Hills and Mitch Gobel.

T

he Artists that I have taken
the most inspiration from at
this initial stage of the project
are Emma Lindstrom, Jasper Hills
and Mitch Gobel. All of these artists
create poured work of acrylic paint,
mixed media or resin in flowing
patterns with abstracted subjects.

to the Scape well as I was interested
in the satellite imagery of the river
more than what I saw in person.

M

itch Gobel is a self-taught
resin artist from Byron
Bay. He feels as though
his work is an expression of himself
and his energy. I found Gobles'
work compelling because when I
viewed the works I saw rivers and
land masses in abstracted forms. I
also found the compositions to be
mesmerizing. The painting leads
the viewers eye around the work and
eventually off the canvas. The trails
of paint that Gobel leads through
the work in twists and turns are the
elements I find relate to rivers and
one of the components that drew
me to his work at the start. I feel
that his drawings have an ebb and
flow to the like tides. Gobel makes
all his work from scratch, creating
the frames for canvas before he
begins and spending 12-15 days on
each painting depending on how
fast his process, ideas and emotions
and translating into the work.

E

mma Lindstrom uses resin
to create poured abstract
drawings. Her main goal
in her work is to evoke emotion
in the viewer. Lindstrom creates
large scale paintings with a high
focus on the process of her work. I
have found her work so influential
because of the techniques and
processes she uses to create the
work. When I was thinking about
how best to illustrate my ideas
Lindstrom was the first artist that
came to mind because her work
was aesthetically similar to what I
was looking at creating. I found the
flowing patterns that move through
her compositions resembled how
I thought of the tidal flow through
the river. Majority of Lindstroms'
paintings are created from an aerial
perspective, the same way that I plan
to create my works. This connects
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Jasper Hills, Acrylic

Jasper Hills, Acrylic

Jasper Hills.

N

ot very much information exists flowing, liquid seeming patterns he creates.
about Jasper Hills online. There are
photos of his work and a few short
films, apart from that a lot about his process
and views on his creations are very hard to
find.Hills works in acrylic, Creating the fine
details of his paintings by hand. He i very
interested in the use of colour, and using
shapes from the natural environment. Hills
has created a good majority of his work
on circular boards. This allows the shapes
and patterns he creates to have a dynamic
flow and relationship to each other in the
composition. I'm interested in how he
relates colours to one another and the
8

Mitch Gobel,

Aquias re aliquiat acerem il
eatia volut pelitis de precus
moloreped eos dolo voloriori
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TECHNIQUE RESEARCH
FOR FIRST WORKS

I

decided after looking at Lindstrom,
Gobel and Hills and considering what I
wanted to do for the project that I would
create a series of acrylic poured canvases
and then move forward to create a poured
resin series. I began to research acrylic
pouring to find out how I needed to create
these and the materials I needed. I bought
acrylic, some cups to use for pouring, canvas,
plastic drop sheets and paint thinner.
I researched different techniques used to
create acrylic pours. How thick your paint
is can factor in hugely to how the works
emerge. I found this mix quite hard to
achieve and am not sure I have been close
to the desired consistency throughout
my work. I am happy with most of the
outcomes of the paint and have appreciated
the challenge of learning how to mix the
paints to the desired state and learning
more about the effects of good quality
paints and pigments when thinning paint.
One of the most popular techniques for
creating an acrylic pour is pouring mixed
paints straight from different cups and
tilting the canvas to blend the paints
together. You can then use a palette knife
or popsicle sticks to help create patterns
in your work. Another technique, called a
10

dirty pour, involves putting all the thinned
paint you are using for that canvas into one
cup before upending the cup on the canvas.
This method can help to create more cells
in you work. Cells are little circle outline
of another colour that emerge over the
base coat of paint. I wanted to try creating
some of these as I found them ascetically
pleasing and I had read that they are
difficult and take time and practice to get
right. To improve your chances of making
cells and to help your paint settle well on
the canvas it is also advised that you use a
small blowtorch to torch any air bubbles
underneath the paint. When these bubbles
pop they can create cells. There are a few
more methods I tried exploring, one of
these methods is a variation of a dirty
pour and is called a flip cup, where you
let the cup sit on the canvas upside down
before letting the paint out. One of the
last methods used that I was interested in
was swiping. the paint is poured onto the
canvas and then swiped over with a palette
knife, creating a more spread mix of colour
and often producing cells and new patterns
of overlaying and emerging colours.

Mitch Gobel,
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FIRST SERIES AND
REALISATIONS

The second acrylic pour in the project

I

started these paintings not really
knowing what was going to happen. I
had never worked on a canvas before
and the idea of pouring paint was new to
me as well. My first work did not turn out
as I thought it would. My colours mixed and
became muddied where I had tried to swipe
the paint. The rest of the paint was too thick
and wouldn’t spread to the edges of the
canvas and I ended up with no patterns that
made any sense to me in a compositional
and aesthetic state. After I had poured the

first work I attempted to torch it to remove
the air bubbles. I was aware that the best
technique to do this was difficult so was
very cautious but ended up creating crazes
throughout some of the paint. Crazes are
a term used for when the top surfaces of
paint dry faster than the underneath layer,
then the dried layer moves and results
in rips and tears in the paint, creating an
unwanted and messy looking texture.
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The First acrylic pour in the project

M

A

y next pours were a slight
improvement,
each
work
still dried with air bubbles
and indented pockets. I was also still
becoming accustomed on how to create
patterns and which colours worked with
each other. However, I was making small
improvements. At this point I was feeling
like these works were not what I had
intended and that they weren’t conveying
the ideas I had been aiming to create. They
were very noisy feeling paintings. I felt as
though the works were very messy and
not coordinated. I decided to try creating
a few more to attempt moving the work
in a direction I was more satisfied with.
After creating the first five canvases I felt
like this method of acrylic pouring, no
matter how much I modified it, wasn’t quite
conveying the impressions of the flowing,
natural and tidal flows I was aiming toward.

fter having a discussion with the
lecturers about the feeling of the
work and what I wanted to achieve
I decided to approach a different method
while still on a similar track. The next
four works I created each used a different
approach. I created an abstract work with
less vibrant colours that I used a palette
knife to smear on in two coats. I created
a diagonal pour that used colours that
were lighter and similar with each other
to mimic the flow of the river, and finally
I created a dripped painting consisting
of all the leftover pools of paint from the
previous works. I also tried one more
poured canvas which was a mix of a lot of
the pouring techniques. I found this one to
be the most successful pour I had created.
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CRITICAL CHANGE IN
DIRECTION
The reasoning behind moving on from acylic pours.

I

felt as though creating acrylic pours
was becoming irrelevant to the project.
As I had already experimented with
four more works I decided to go in a
different direction and re frame my project.
At this point that just looking at images of
the river and looking at the river in person
was not fulfilling the scope of the project and
was the main reason I was starting to feel
lost in the work and as if I wasn’t creating
anything. I took the project and the river to
try and reframe my contexts and how I was
approaching the project. I wanted to focus
more on the emotions and impressions I
received from the environment of the river
and how these could be conveyed through an
abstraction context as well as representing the
physical landscape. In this way my work would
become more about the process and the work
created rather than trying to depict a scene.
The methods of my work have also changed
as I have decided to use paper instead of
canvas and acrylic paint still as well as
water colour and potentially Indian ink.
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Pictured are eight out of nine of the canvased acrylic
pours I created.
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Heather Days' Studio
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NEW INFLUENTIAL
ARTISTS
Heather Day, Jaime Derringer and Michael Cina.

It’s about the negative space. Those
moments between travel and interaction.

Heather Day.

-Heather Day

H

D

eather Day has been one of my
ay is an abstract artist that has
biggest influences in helping me
created many of her works from
move into this stage of work as her
influences and scenes in her
work parallels with the work that I am doing. environment. She often conveys emotions
through colour and abstracts the landscape
to form her works. She uses mixed media
and a variety of non-traditional techniques
to create large and small-scale paintings.
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Day often creates her work on site while
travelling or brings her experiences back to
the studio to paint, majority of Days wok is
based on environments with water and most
of her impressions are about the moods the
water gives her and how she interprets the
landscape. This was hugely influential to
me when I found this information as I was
studying the patterns the tide makes and
how this imprints on my feelings physically
before
abstracting
those
subjects.
I heard of Day through one of my lecturers’
and instantly felt drawn to her work.
When I began to research he work and
process I realised that I was approaching
my project in a similar way, only just
with one location and a different context.
I could draw inspiration from her work
from looking at her different compositions
and methods of mark making and painting.
These helped to influence how I was looking
at portraying my subject and environment.

Secatibe runtum earum sincilla velenimus auta

Secatibe runtum earum sincilla velenimus auta
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NEW INFLUENTIAL
ARTISTS
Heather Day, Jaime Derringer and Michael Cina.

A

side from Day I looked at two
other artists that influenced
my practice in this stage of
the project. Although Day was my
main inspiration these three helped
to shape the work I created and I
found their work hugely inspiring.

and strong mark making. Derringer
uses ink instead of watercolour,
however I found the works relevant
to my project in the aesthetic
properties. Derringer uses a subject
matter that is largely based on
experimentation, with inspiration
from electronic music, Japanese
language, Sci-Fi and architecture.

J

aime Derringer is the first
of the three and potentially
the most influential to me
after Day. Derringer is the found
of the blog Design Milk, which
I have been actively following
for some time. I was unaware
of her work as an artist until I
reached this phase of the project.
Derringer uses shape and colour as
a way of exploration in her works
and often works using layering as
a guide. She is a self-taught artist
and practices part time along with
running her enterprise. I have
drawn the most inspiration from her
series ‘Nebulae’, ‘Palm Springs’ and
‘Abstract’. Out of these three series
I was most attracted to Nebulae
because of the similar water colour
style medium paired with layering

20

Jaime Derringer.

In particular, I like to observe different fields such as
architecture, interior design, or jewels more than art itself.
However, spending too much time watching what others
in my own field do, can affect my ability to break the trend
and produce something totally original. That said, it is difficult to abstain. -Jaime Derringer
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M

ichael Cina is another having a fine art aspect they also
artist/designer that has hold the properties of streamlined
influenced these works. design
and
effortless
flow.
Cina mainly works in the graphic
design industry and has built up an
extensive career over twenty years
in the industry, but in recent years
has also branched into painting and
has merged the two practices. While
being interested in his graphic
design work, his paintings grabbed
my attention and interest. I found
his abstract paintings to be the most
compelling. Cina’s work is relevant
to the first and second stage of my
project because he creates works
that have a lot of flow and paintings
that have more abstraction and
layering. Cina’s colours that are
used in the works are encouraging
me to branch out with the palette I
am using and helping me to realise
different palette combinations
that
work
well
together.

C

ina does design work for
the company Ghostly. These
works are a pairing of his
design and fine art practices. These
are the works that I have found the
most inspiring because while still
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Michael Cina.
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Michael Cina.
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PROCESS RESEARCH
Flow States and how they effect me.

F

low States: I create most of my
artwork when I am in a certain
mood. I have never been able to
just sit down and make work unless I have
accessed some part of this mood. When I
create work like this I find that often I don’t
even realise when I have been creating work
for hours on end. As part of my process
research I thought it would be interesting
to discover what these states are and what
they mean from a creative perspective.
I read an article by Heather Day on flow
states and how she interprets them as
organic moods that are triggered for her
by a selection of different media that helps
to heighten her curiosity and explore
creatively. She also provides references to
specific material and media she uses to help
implement these states in the hope of helping
other people find what triggers their state.
I also watched a TED talk by Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, the phycologist who
discovered flow and created most of the
research into this topic. He spoke about
how people of all types of work and creative
states experience flow and how it effects
your work. A lot of people described it
differently but everyone talked about an
out of body experience and a connection
25

to their work nearly as if it was flowing
out of them and was created by someone
else. Csikszentmihalyi explained that this
had to do with how much information
your brain can process. When a person
enters a flow state they are thinking and
processing information so quickly that
it temporarily becomes impossible for
them to be aware of their existence in a
conscious way. Therefore, so many people
have the impression of the flow state
being nearly an out of body experience.
This has been informative and useful
for me because now I am aware of the
information about flow states I can start
attempting to find what triggers my
own or to learn to work in a similar way
without being absorbed in that state.

